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Abstract 

Due to different engineering background and limited technical prerequisites, trade-offs are 
needed when managing information in complex product development. The challenges faced 
with information management for complex product development are as much of 
organizational as technical character.  

Information management has in this thesis been analyzed from both a technical and 
organizational dimension in order to obtain an integrated view and holistic understanding. 
The technical dimension focuses on information management systems, such as product 
lifecycle management systems. An information management system in itself does not solve 
problems in an organization; it manages at its best all types of business data while storing 
and retrieving information. In order to succeed, information management needs to be 
aligned with different needs and with a variety of domain-specific work procedures. The 
organizational dimension includes organizational structures, work procedures, and the 
designer and management perspectives on needs and benefits with information 
management.  

Perceived benefits with integrated information management are identified as support for 
SE, work procedure mapping, use of disciplinary support tools, and data integrity and 
availability. Five technical and organizational key success factors for efficient information 
management are presented; usability, integration of information, motivation, information 
structure and organizational support. It is concluded that structured information, 
management support and motivation among designers are more important than 
customization of information management systems in order to achieve integrated 
information management. 
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Definitions 
Complex system is defined as a collection of strongly interacting parts exhibiting non-
linear dynamical behavior (definition from (Maier and Fadel 2003)). “Product” and 
“system” are used as synonyms in this thesis. 

Implementation does not only refer to the task of introducing new software into an 
organization but is defined as the process that leads to actual use of new software. 

Work procedure is defined as the practical way of working, referring to routines that are 
used by designers and other members of an organization. 

Product development process is defined as the way of working, normally based on a 
formal process used in the organization. 

Integrated information management is defined as the fulfillment (or consideration) of 
both organizational and technical requirements on information management. These are 
exemplified by processes and organizational roles and engineering disciplines, as well as 
the integration of different disciplinary IT tools and IS.  

Information management systems are defined as IT systems that manage product 
information throughout the extended enterprise. In this thesis, information management 
systems are exemplified by product lifecycle management systems if nothing else is 
stated. 

Perspective is defined as one's "point of view", the choice of a context for opinions, 
beliefs and experiences (Wikipedia).  
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1 Introduction 
Industry today faces an increasing challenge in managing escalating system complexity. 
Due to harsh competition there will always be a need in industry to develop innovative 
products at a steadily higher speed to a lower cost. Complex product development is 
distinguished by products and systems that include many diverse parts and elements, and 
consists of a high level of system interdependencies. These related sub systems and 
interacting functions makes it necessary to maintain an overall system view in order not 
to sub-optimize the system.  

In order to comprehend complex product development it is essential to obtain an 
understanding of the interaction between people, processes, technology and organization 
(Sage and Lynch 1998; Nambisan and Wilemon 2000; Eppinger and Salminen 2001), 
since increasing electrical and software content affects not only the products or systems 
themselves, but also processes, tools and organizations.  
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Figure 1 Designers with different engineering background approach the development 
task differently. The same product can be described differently regarding viewpoint, 
traditions, and terminology etc. Communication problems in cross-disciplinary product 
development are partly due to incoherent terminology and separated information 
sources. 
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To cope successfully with increasing technical and organizational complexity, 
organizations need to combine resources such as people, materials, equipment and 
software in an effective manner. The resources of an organization are the people and the 
support equipment in the organization, and the architecture of such a people-centric 
organizational system is the structure; the communication channels and the interfaces 
between the organizational elements (Farr and Buede 2003). Complex product 
development settings consist of large organizations where different engineering 
disciplines have to interact and collaborate for cross-functional product development. 
Complex product development is in this thesis exemplified by mechatronics, as the 
technical synergy of a mechatronic system creates critical dependencies between several 
involved engineering disciplines; mechanics, automotive control, electronics and 
software. Knowledge, attitudes, and communication abilities are the foundations for a 
successful and synergistic mechatronics design. However, logic and rationales behind 
design-related decisions differ significantly between software-related issues and issues 
related to mechanical aspects of the product (Figure 1). Different engineering disciplines 
perceive technology differently (Buur 1990; Bradley 1997). Electrical engineers try to 
find electrical solutions to problems, whereas software engineers look for computer 
solutions (CIMdata 2006). This may impede the possibilities to view a system as a whole, 
and instead it is considered as a sum of its different unrelated parts (Shakeri 1998). 

In integrated product development, activities of product development are performed in 
parallel and focus is made on both the process and on the individuals in the process. 
According to Norell (1992) the co-existence of work procedures, support tools and 
information management are necessary to achieve integrated product development 
(Figure 2). Support tools and information management are dependent of work procedures 
that support cross-functional and inter-disciplinary collaboration in order to accomplish 
integrated product development.  

In this thesis, where focus is on information management, the approach for integrated 
product development stated by Norell is taken. Information management is a vital 
component for successful integration of engineering activities, where work has to be 
efficient (Sellgren and Hakelius 1996). There seldom exists support work for engineers to 
do right from the beginning of development. Instead, solutions in order to “put out fire” 

 
Figure 2 Work procedures, support tools and information management are necessary to 
achieve integrated product development (Norell 1992). Focus in this thesis is on 
information management, as illustrated in the figure. 
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are prioritized. Approximately one third of the work hours of product development are 
spent on information managing activities such as retrieving, distributing and maintaining 
information, as illustrated in Figure 3 (Saaksvuori and Immonen 2004). In complex 
product development settings information management is dependent on the existence of 
support tools. Information created in different disciplinary IT tools heavily relies on 
interfaces to information management systems (IS) to enable extended availability of 
information across the organization. 

 
Figure 3 The engineers’ use of time based on a Coopers and Lybrand study from the year 
1994 (Saaksvuori and Immonen 2004). 

1.1 Research Purpose and Questions 
To grasp the nature of development it is relevant to study both technical and 
organizational dimensions. Examples of organizational dimensions can be organizational 
structures and work procedures, whereas technical dimensions include product 
complexity and support tools such as IT/IS. 

A pre-study, study 1 (see Chapter 4.1 for details about study design), was initiated in 
order to identify topics that are important from both an organizational and a technical 
dimension in order to obtain information management that supports complex product 
development. From the study it could be stated that there is a limited understanding in the 
overall organization for software development needs. The designers experienced a lot of 
problems related to information management which made information searching, storing 
and retrieving time-consuming activities. The problems regarded direct and indirect 
communication; via computer systems as well as human to human, i.e. for example 
insufficient systems integration and incoherent terminology. This concerned for example 
specifications that were written in an incoherent way, allowing different levels of 
abstraction in the same product development phase. Designers struggled with information 
overload combined with the need to search thousands of pages of text edited 
requirements documents. Requirements were stated as models in domain-specific IT 
tools, such as for example CAD and Simulink, but handovers of requirements between 
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different engineering disciplines were made in text documents, after which the documents 
were re-interpreted by the receiver of the information into models again. Thus, the work 
procedures consisted of a lot of re-engineering. These time-consuming activities were 
coupled to inconsistent documentation and poor information management.  

Designers experienced problems with configuration management and insufficient 
requirements management (RM). The lack of systems integration, which can be 
exemplified by several electrical control units (ECU:s) that are inter-connected, as in a 
modern passenger car, was perceived as one major problem. The number of potential 
bugs in a system can be overwhelming and increases steadily as more and more functions 
are realized by electronics and software. In the studied company the software designers 
needed to deliver software before the input in the form of system requirements was 
defined. This lead to that software engineers had to guess what output they should 
deliver, and hence expressed a need for either a time machine or access to system 
requirements applicable for all dependent engineering disciplines. The designers 
experienced a need for model-based development (MBD) that would allow early 
simulation and testing and systems integration that enables interface integration between 
domain-specific IT tools and IS.  

Summarizing Table 1, there is a need to investigate how information management for EE 
and software development can be made more efficient and to identify issues that are 
strategic to come to turn with. In order to encourage IS to be used, presumptive users 
must - among other criteria - approve with the system and key indicators for IS user 
satisfaction must be fulfilled. From a user perspective it is important, in order for IS to 
actually support the development work, to map the requirements of IS to the needs 
experienced in the organization. From the pre-study and initial literature review the 
following overall research purpose was defined:  

To explore information management in complex product development from both an 
organizational and technical dimension. 

Research in complex information management tend to focus either on technical issues 
such as platform architecture and IT/IS integration, or management guidelines for the IS 
introduction processes. It is unclear what the expected overall benefits are when 
companies invest in support for cross-disciplinary information management that 
integrates information from different IT/IS sources and engineering disciplines. 

Table 1 Challenges with information management that were identified in the pre-study.  

Organizational-related problems Technical-related problems 
Current product development processes do 
not support work procedures for EE and 
software designers when it comes to 
information availability. 

No overview of existing documentation.  

No formalized way how to structure 
information.  

No holistic view on information management. 

Current IT/IS do not give efficient support for 
cross-disciplinary integration due to lack of 
tool and system integration. 

Problems with carry-over and configuration 
management in platform development. 

Insufficient traceability.  
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Two research questions (RQ) have been formulated from the above purpose.  

RQ I What are the perceived benefits with integrated information management? 

RQ I is stated in order to better understand what the benefits with integration of 
information are according to different stakeholders such as management and designers. 
Both organizational (e.g. process) and technical (e.g. IS) considerations need to be made 
in order for information to be shared and accessed (or integrated) between different 
engineering disciplines. Integrated information management relates to the exchange of 
information cross-disciplines, cross-departments, cross-processes, and between different 
IT/IS, as well as to the combination of textual requirements with model-based 
requirements.  

Focus is on analyzing similarities and differences between designer and management 
perspectives on information management, and their purpose(s) with the use of IS. If 
different or diverging interests exist, the aim is to further discuss balancing of conflicting 
requirements and synergies with overlaps. In order to investigate the current situation 
with information management in practice and to better understand what the prerequisites 
with information management are, the following RQ is stated: 

RQ II What main organizational and technical key success indicators contribute to 
efficient information management? 

The answer to RQ II will help identify technical and organizational prerequisites for 
efficient information management that supports engineering in complex product 
development. The expected results in this thesis are to identify prerequisites for 
successful information management and to develop an initial model for explanation of 
efficiency, innovation and quality in information management through IS user 
satisfaction. 

1.2 Research Scope 
An effort to achieve both an organizational and technical approach to product 
development is made in current research, in that it addresses information management 
from different dimensions. Even though no discussion concerning IS functionalities and 
performance is included in this thesis, consideration to technical dimensions have been 
taken throughout the research by performing a close collaboration with external research 
teams1 that focus on product and system IT architecture, model-based development 
(MBD), and product data management (PDM) and product lifecycle management (PLM).  

The automotive industry is facing organizational and technical challenges in the need of 
integrating new software functionality into mature mechanical products, which makes it a 
suitable study object for research within complex product development. The focus in this 
thesis on automotive industry is partly due to the studied company’s interest in academia 
research collaboration, partly due to an established network allowing for long-term 
collaboration with automotive companies, and for a refinement of earlier research results. 

                                                 
1 Belonging to the divisions of Mechatronics at KTH and of Product and Production Development at 
Chalmers University of Technology. 
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The research scope is limited to study a manufacturer of passenger cars2, and one IS 
supplier (reported on in Paper A). Further, the studied company is situated in Sweden, 
though globally active, which narrows the scope further. The study context is narrowed 
down to R&D in complex product development settings.  

The choice of EE and software departments as main unit of analysis comes from a need 
in the automotive industry to integrate these engineering disciplines into a more mature 
mechanical product development tradition. 90% of all future automotive innovations are 
expected to be related to EE/SW, representing 35% of the production cost of an average 
passenger car by the year 2010, at the same time as EE/SW-related failures are leading 
the break-down statistics in cars (Bernhart and Vos 2004). Facing new demands make 
this area an interesting study object in an evolving era. 

 

                                                 
2 The pre-study is performed at a Swedish truck company. 
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2 Frame of Reference 
In complex product development, information needs to be exchanged between people on 
different organizational levels all the time. Information management includes the 
function to integrate information from different engineering disciplines and is 
characterized by getting the right information to the right person at the right place at the 
right time.  

The field of information management in complex product development overlaps with 
many other fields of study. When studying complex product development it is important 
to consider the organization, product and process dimensions (Eppinger and Salminen 
2001). A possible theoretical framework for research within information management in 
complex product development is illustrated in Figure 4. The model is based on the 
theoretical foundation and contribution (TFC) model developed by Blessing (2005). 
Theoretical areas of both direct and indirect influence to the performed research are 
presented in the model. The sections 2.1-2.3 are disposed according to the shadowed 
areas in the TFC model. 

 
Figure 4 A theoretical foundation and contribution model for the research in this thesis. 
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2.1 Product Development Processes 
By tradition, designers belonging to different engineering disciplines use diverse 
processes and approaches when developing mechanical, electrical or software 
components. In practice, in automotive product development, each function works in its 
own silo, with its own design processes and non-integrated IS (CIMdata 2006). Many 
product development processes do not consider different engineering disciplines but 
describe activities and gates, for example the stage gate process by Cooper (1983). One 
example of a process that originates in the mechanical tradition is a generic product 
development process model developed by Ulrich and Eppinger (2004) where product 
development is described as a sequential process with phases and checkpoints. The 
process consists of six phases and includes tasks and responsibilities for key functions 
such as design and marketing. No specific concern, though, is taken in the process for 
managing cross-disciplinary integration between for example mechanical and electrical 
engineers. 

The product development process used at the EE and software departments in the studied 
company is based on the V-model (VDI-richtlinien 2003), first developed for software 
development, and designed for managing the integration of product development from 
different engineering disciplines. The V-model combines product development from 
three different engineering disciplines; mechanical, software and electronic (Figure 5). 
Cross-functional integration is made through continuous verification and validation of the 
requirements, both for sub systems and the complete system. Left in the V-model, 
requirements are refined through different levels of system and subsystem design. The 
right leg concerns system integration of the domain-specific designs.  

 
Figure 5 V-model (VDI-richtlinien 2003). The process, ideally, supports development of 
products with technical dependencies by integrating the work of different engineering 
disciplines, as shown in the figure.  
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Another commonly used software development process is Rational Unified Process 
(RUP). RUP is strongly related to Unified Modeling Language (UML), which is a 
modeling language that among other things describes use cases, and use case modeling 
which is a widely used software engineering technique to specify user requirements 
(Kruchten 2000). 

RUP and the V-model are examples of product development processes that are developed 
with specific engineering disciplines in mind. Nambisan and Wilemon  (2000) discuss the 
potential for cross-domain knowledge sharing between software and new product 
development. Their discussion covers people, technology and process. 

In this research, two relevant parallel approaches to product development are integrated 
product development and systems engineering, discussed in the following as means to 
enable cross-functional and cross-disciplinary development, and to accomplish a system 
view on product development. 

2.1.1 Integrated Product Development  
In product development there are several communicational and organizational barriers 
between departments and functions like market, design and production. One theoretical 
approach to come to turn with these challenges and increase efficiency in industrial 
product development is integrated product development (IPD), which was first named 
and explained in 1976 (Olsson 1976). The concept was further developed by Andreasen 
and Hein (1987) that pointed out the importance to consider work aspects, not only 
product function, in product development. In IPD, activities of product development are 
performed in parallel instead of in sequence and focus is made on both process and on the 
individuals in the process as well as on individual and organizational learning. The 
following definition of IPD is suggested by Norell (1999) “IPD is based on a holistic 
view including products, processes and individuals”. IPD includes multi functional team 
work and is an approach to organize and manage cross-functional product development. 
Three main approaches to IPD have been identified by Gerwin and Barrowman (2002), 
where one of the approaches considers IPD as an information-processing process. The 
other two approaches consider organizational design, and incremental development with 
focus on customers and suppliers. IPD is more a more customer and user oriented 
approach than for example Systems Engineering.  

2.1.2 Systems Engineering 
The modern origins of systems engineering (SE) can be traced to the 1930’s, growing in 
importance with the aerospace industry endeavor. SE has a horizontal orientation 
including both technical and management processes and is a key approach to manage the 
development of large and complex systems (INCOSE 2006).  According to Negele 
(2006) SE is about problem-solving, structures and “common sense”. Product, processes 
and organization have to be approached simultaneously through the use of SE and should 
contribute with transparency in spite of the complexity. ISO 15288 is an international 
standard that is a generic process description that identifies four process groups to 
support SE; technical, project, enterprise and agreement processes (INCOSE 2006). 
Systems and sub systems are viewed as an integrated part of an overall product or system. 
within one SE framework it is possible to integrate product, lifecycle processes and 
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organization (Loureiro et al. 2004). SE also recognizes the need for integration of 
different engineering disciplines and is an approach for integrating products that consist 
of different technical content. SE is not just part of several developmental and 
organizational levels, but of every discipline taking part in a project and of every team 
member. The idea is that different engineering disciplines such as mechanical, software 
and electrical disciplines are integrated in SE processes and not considered separately. 

2.2 Organizational Theory 
Hundred of million dollars have been wasted attempting to build SE environments with 
weak or non-existing processes and information models (Stevens et al. 1998). It is 
important to realize that organizational adaptations need to be considered on different 
organizational levels in order to manage new requirements in product development. 
Taking on a complex system perspective helps organizations to understand that system 
properties have implications on the way its members are managed and trained and that 
the work and activities of members of such a system are affected in several ways (Adler 
et al. 2003). For example, complex product development puts new demands on 
organizational roles. In order to achieve good management of both technical and 
administrative information it is important to clarify responsibilities for information 
exchange. It is suggested that  new roles and information sharing is strengthened by the 
formal deployment of organizational roles (Adamsson and Malvius 2005).  

2.2.1 Organizational Structures 
One important area to consider when adapting organizations to the requirements of 
complex product development is the organizational structures. Mechatronics is a multi-
functional design process that does not fit with the way automotive development is 
organized. Automotive products are traditionally managed to deliver mechanical 
solutions (CIMdata 2006). Companies that encounter a paradigm shift moving from 
mechanical product traditions to electrical and software product functions have to realize 
that new management approaches are required (Rauscher and Smith 1995; Nambisan and 
Wilemon 2000). It has been suggested that firms that manage to align the organizational 
structures, product architectures, and work processes will outperform those who do not 
(Sosa et al. 2004).  

The development of subsystems and technologies may be distributed on a number of 
organizational departments. As a result, organizational dependencies become critical to 
manage, and co-operation between engineers, representing different technical disciplines 
and organizational functions becomes an increasingly important factor to consider 
(Adamsson 2005). To achieve a holistic approach to product development, the design 
team must be integrated, work in parallel and be collaborative assessing domain 
expertise, design processes and information tools at all time (CIMdata 2006). The nature 
of complex systems with their demand of system integration, existence of different 
interfaces and a need for personnel interactions require the existence of good 
communication channels (Blanchard and Fabrycky 1981). 
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2.2.2 Ontology 
Due to different technology understanding and incoherent use of semantics, information 
sharing between individuals is made more difficult when multiple engineering disciplines 
need to coordinate their work. The importance of a coherent design language for 
integration of information is stated by several researchers (Doerr et al.; Mortensen 1997). 
Doerr et al argue that core ontology3 is one key building block to integrate information 
from diverse sources. Formality, stability and sharing scope of information are three 
dimensions of information that have fundamental impact on the usefulness of ontologies 
for information management (Elst and Abecker 2002).  

Carlsson states the need for a language model before defining the process model and 
information model (Carlsson 2006). Borst et al. (1997) discuss the practical use of 
ontologies for engineering systems modeling, simulation and design. Ontological super 
theories consisting of generic building blocks to enhance knowledge sharing across 
engineering domains are suggested. The role of SE in ontology is discussed by Igenbergs 
(2005), suggesting that SE give new input to the overlapping field of ontology and human 
language.  

2.3 Information Management 
Information management is one important area in product development today where 
massive information flow is part of the everyday work situation for many designers and 
managers. The information needs to flow both vertically and horizontally in 
organizations. Information is the glue that enables the interaction of technology, 
organizations and the environment (Sage and Lynch 1998). The ability to acquire and 
disseminate information is important to ensure an organization’s survival. Though, in 
complex product development there is a need for more effective information flows 
between individuals, teams, organizations and the environment (Adler et al. 2003). 

Martin (Martin 2006) identifies different domains for systems and enterprises. Systems 
that consist of hardware and software primarily manage signals, data and information, 
while knowledge and wisdom primarily is dealt with on an enterprise level (Figure 6). 
Systems are designed to convert signals into data and provide organizations with 
information. The enterprise consisting of people, processes, organizations, facilities, 
goals and objectives, products and services does not focus on how to manage 
information, but relies on system capabilities to do this.  

                                                 
3 Ontology can be said to study conceptions of reality. Any ontology must give an account of which words 
refer to entities, which do not, why, and what categories. Wikipedia. "Ontology."   Retrieved May, 2007, 
from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontology. 
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Figure 6 System and enterprise incorporate different domains of signals, data, 
information, knowledge and wisdom (Martin 2006). 

2.3.1 Standardization of Information 
Extensive information exchange calls for structured information models to make it 
possible to manage the information in different databases. There are a lot of ongoing 
standardization projects within complex product development. For example, ISO 10303 
is meant as a standard for the exchange of product model data (STEP). One part of the 
standard is application protocol (AP) 233 that is adapted for engineering data exchange. 
Another initiative is Autosar that stands for Automotive Open System Architecture, 
which is collaboration between original equipment manufacturers (OEM) and suppliers. 
The goal is to achieve implementation and standardization of basic system software 
functions. It will be possible to map function and functional networks to different control 
nodes in the system, almost independently from the associated hardware 
(www.autosar.org). In addition, many commercial initiatives for different 
standardizations are made by different IS suppliers. The range of possible standards on 
the market makes it complicated to achieve one common ground for an information 
standard that is possible for companies to share, and that is adaptable and adjustable to 
contextual needs.  

2.3.2 Model-Based Development 
Models play an important role in system development since a reduction of both 
complexity and information is achieved by modeling (Fricke et al. 2000). In order to deal 
with the complexity of products the entire system behavior has to be illustrated through 
modeling (VDI-richtlinien 2003). Shakeri (Shakeri 1998) defines mechatronics modeling 
as the act of making models for a mechatronics system when the system is regarded as a 
whole. In order to avoid suboptimal solutions when developing mechatronic products it is 
vital to not regard the development of a separate software system, instead software being 
a component in a system, must be part of the overall system context (Stevens et al. 1998).  

Model-based development (MBD) is one way to approach the problem with insufficient 
information structure. MBD is a development approach which adopts the use of explicit 
symbolic models with a documented syntax and semantics. The adoption of models 
should preferably be carried out in a systematic fashion to support development, 
production and maintenance. The basic procedure of model-based system design is 
divided into five steps; objective, modeling, model analysis, system synthesis and system 
analysis (VDI-richtlinien 2003). Efforts to work more model-based have come far and 
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drivers for MBD when it comes to software development, such as manageable 
complexity and increased standardization, further increase the willingness among 
designers. For improved efficiency it is important to first achieve a good understanding of 
how to apply MBD, and realize what the common pitfalls are (Törngren et al. 2005). 
When changing to model-based requirements from text-oriented documents, two major 
challenges are of managerial character; to tailor MBD to existing processes in order for 
designers to adopt to the new work procedures (Knodel et al. 2005), and to achieve a 
structured approach to define information (Stevens et al. 1998; Törngren and Larses 
2005). 

It is possible to differentiate between “disciplinary MBD” that focuses on domain-
specific models and tools, and “SE MBD” that strives for integration of information 
through an inter-disciplinary tool context. Wikander et al. discuss the multidisciplinary 
perspective on what models need to contain and how to allow discipline-specific models 
to be used while links between these different views are maintained (Wikander et al. 
2001). 

2.3.3 Information Management Systems 
The ability to integrate domain-specific models is dependent on the existence of 
sufficient information management systems (IS) that manage coherent system-level 
information and enables access to correct information.  

In complex product development many different systems and processes need to be 
accessed, supported and integrated due to a large number of involved engineering 
disciplines. Common IS support for product development is PDM systems and the 
corresponding in software development, namely software configuration management 
(SCM) systems. From a technology perspective, the challenge is to obtain an integrated 
system environment that can manage information. PDM systems create, store and retrieve 
product data, but they also integrate and manage processes, applications and information 
(Sellgren 1999).  

Possible system architectures that can be used for complex product development are 
suggested in research (Burr et al. 2005; Bergsjö et al. 2006; El-khoury 2006), as well as 
different means of integration between PDM and SCM, such as loose and full integration 
(Crnkovic et al. 2003; Persson-Dahlqvist 2005; Bergsjö et al. 2006). A service-oriented 
architecture (SOA) integrates heterogeneous systems and is discussed to be applicable for 
diverse information integration, and is discussed as a possible means of bridging gaps 
between product development softwares (Bergsjö et al. 2007).  

The PLM system is an attempt to integrate systems used in product development to find 
IS support that works for the entire business. (Saaksvuori and Immonen 2004). It is 
important for downstream users of product development data to have a “single source of 
the truth”. Ideally, PLM provides a product information backbone, the infrastructure to 
integrate the design teams, where all stakeholders may use reliable information for 
simulating the design of the product or processes (CIMdata 2006). Weber et al (Weber et 
al. 2003) address the issue of process and tool integration by proposing a way for an 
advanced PLM system to support the product development process. 
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PLM is in this thesis considered as a mind-set that is implemented in and adapted by 
organizations. PLM is not only the technical system solution to IS. 

2.3.4 Introduction of Information Management Systems 
It is stated in research that PDM introduction projects are more complex than ordinary IT 
projects and requires reengineering of the product development process to fit both the 
users’ needs and the PDM system chosen (Sellgren and Hakelius 1996). Introducing 
PLM requires an effort encompassing all aspects of an organization. Guidelines for 
introducing requirements tools and IS are suggested by several researchers (Pikosz et al. 
1997; Knippel and Schulz 2004; Ottersten and Balic 2004; Sutinen et al. 2004; Garetti 
and Terzi 2005; Lindahl 2005). When implementing new tools into organizations it is 
important to take on a system perspective in order to introduce tools that support not only 
the diverse IT systems but also the development processes in use. Research shows that 
for a tool to become well considered by users it must fit into companies’ existing work 
procedures and be easily integrated with tools that are already in use (Lindahl 2005).  

One important first introduction step is to estimate the PLM maturity of the organization 
(Batenburg et al. 2006). In mechatronic engineering and in the automotive industry this 
PLM maturity could be regarded as high since the complexity of solutions and 
requirements already have made it necessary to categorise different abstraction levels 
regarding products and requirements. Turesson states that automotive companies 
typically have a PLM legacy that has evolved as long as computers have been present in 
product development (Turesson 2006). The second step for a successful PLM 
introduction would be to define and map the information and to gain an understanding of 
how engineers work (Lowe et al. 2004; Ottersten and Balic 2004). 

User-centered system design, based on standard ISO13407 and discussed by several 
researchers (Askenäs and Westelius 2003; Boivie 2005), is another perspective that needs 
to be considered when introducing IT/IS. Boivie has identified twelve key principles for 
the adoption of a user-centered development process; e. g. active user involvement, 
holistic design and simple design representations. Trying to manage the different needs 
and wishes from several users, located at different physical locations and at the same time 
achieve a well structured PLM system require an optimal balance skill in organizations 
that in many cases is not possible/reasonable to achieve. 
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3 Scientific Approach 
When addressing a research problem it is more important to decide what kind of 
scientific approach that should be taken on by the researcher, than primarily choosing 
research methodology (Morgan and Smircich 1980). Rather than relying on a special set 
of techniques, research is a system of pre-assumptions and mind patterns that are 
commonly acknowledged within the scientific area. Thus, this research takes on the same 
scientific approach, whether qualitative or quantitative research methods are used. 

The scientific research paradigm lays the foundation for the entire research project and 
guides the researcher both on an epistemological and ontological level (Guba and Lincoln 
2000). Constructivism (Table 2) is the paradigm that this research takes standpoint from. 
The nature of research is regarded as a dependency of values where it is impossible for 
the researcher to disregard from the affection of the subject. In line with Alvesson and 
Sköldberg (1994) the belief made by this researcher is that it is not possible to separate 
“knowledge from the knower”. It is a question of looking upon the studied problem as 
open, where the intention is to examine the problem from a holistic view closely 
interacting with its context. Knowledge is subjective and created in the interaction with 
other people. The understanding of the world is based on adapted structures. 

Table 2 This table illustrates differences on an ontological (upper row) and an 
epistemological level (lower row), between the four competitive paradigms that together 
form a continuum (Guba and Lincoln 2000). 

POSITIVISM POST POSITIVISM CRITICAL THEORIES CONSTRUCTIVISM 

Realism Critical realism Common structures Relativism 

Construction of reality 

Possible to 
decide how 
things really 
are 

Approximation 
possible, but not 
absolute knowing 

Knowledge is subjective Knowledge is created 
in the interaction 
between researcher and 
respondent 
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4 Research Approach 
Qualitative analysis is guided not by hypothesis but by questions, issues and a search for 
patterns (Patton 1987). Since the nature of this research is explorative and descriptive a 
qualitative research approach is taken. The research is primarily inductive, and the 
empirical-based findings are related to the specific study context, although this does not 
exclude relevancy in similar contexts or applicability for other areas. The research 
questions control the need for a certain research method or methods. The chosen research 
method for all four studies has been interviews. This has been the case since the studies 
have been explorative and interviews are a proper method to answer the question of why. 
The interviews have been semi-structured and have followed interview guides. The 
interviews were conducted, typed and analyzed by the researcher(s). In Table 3 an 
overview of the performed studies is presented. 

Table 3 Overview of performed research studies. 
Study 1 2 3 4 

RQ - I II I 

Purpose To identify 
problem areas in 
complex product 
development 

To evaluate the 
introduction process 
of an information 
management system 

To identify 
designers’ needs 
with information 
management 

To identify 
information 
management 
strategies 

Research 
model 

Inductive 

Exploratory 

Inductive  

Descriptive 

Inductive 

Descriptive 

Inductive 

Descriptive 

Data 
collection 

Literature review 

15 semi-structured 
interviews 

Project 
documentation 

11 semi-structured 
interviews 

15 semi-structured 
interviews 

25 semi-structured 
interviews 

 

Interviewees Designers, 
managers 

IS suppliers, middle 
managers, designers 

Designers Top and middle 
managers, 
designers 

Studied 
industry and 
departments 

Truck company 

EE and software 

Automotive 
company 

EE and software 

Automotive 
company 

Mechanics, EE 
and software 

Automotive 
company 

Mechanics, EE and 
software 

Time period Nov-Dec 2004 
April 2005 

Jan-March 2005 March-April 2006 Aug-Dec 2006 

Reported in - Paper A Paper B  Paper C, D 
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4.1 Study Design 
In the same way as the product development process is an iterative process, the research 
process involves different activity phases and feed back loops. In Figure 7 an attempt is 
made to position current research among proposed types of design research (Blessing and 
Chakrabarti 2002). The current process starts with the formulation of main research 
questions based on the result from a literature review and pre-study, which refers to the 
criteria formulation phase in Figure 7. This is followed by three descriptive studies that 
resulted in a prescriptive model (presented in chapter 6.2). These are respectively mapped 
to the “descriptive study I” and the “prescriptive study” in the figure. 

   
Figure 7 Positioning current research into a table with proposed types of design 
research based on a design research methodology (Blessing and Chakrabarti 2002). 

4.1.1 Performed Studies 
In all, four different case studies have been conducted in 2004-2007. All studies have 
been conducted at EE and software development units as shown in Figure 8, in an attempt 
to illustrate the study interfaces.  

The key factor in selecting and making decisions about the appropriate unit of analysis is 
to decide what unit it is that you want to be able to say something about at the end of the 
evaluation (Patton 1987). The choice of unit of analysis for the studies have been 
somewhat different based on the study purpose and current situational pre-conditions. 
The initial study, study 1, was designed and carried out at a Swedish truck company. The 
study was based on a literature review and aimed at identifying improvement areas that 
were perceived important in EE and software development. The interviews were selected 
through a typical case sampling since this, with the cooperation of key informants, is a 
means to identify what is the typical case (Patton 1987). The three consecutive studies 
(study 2-4) were performed at one company, belonging to the automotive industry. The 
second study used an IS introduction process performed within one company project as 
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unit of analysis. The interviews covered 100% of the project team members, including 
EE designers, middle management and IS supplier consultants. In this case extreme or 
deviant case sampling was made (Patton 1987). The unit of analysis for study 3 was 
designers in great need of IT/IS support. The study was performed in EE, software and 
mechanical departments within the company. The study covered the relation between 
designers and IT/IS, focusing on the needs for and views on information management 
from a user perspective. In study 3 snowball or chain sampling was applied in order to 
locate information-rich key informants (Patton 1987). Finally, a similar study based on a 
management perspective was conducted to complement the designer’s and technical 
views. Typical case sampling was used in study 4. 

 
Figure 8 Study designs of four conducted research studies. The figure gives a conceptual 
illustration of the interfaces and overlaps between studies as well as unit of analysis for 
each study. 

4.2  Research Analysis 
Two different methods of analysis have been used in this research. In the pre-study and 
study 2 the interviews were transcribed wordily in a text editor. Entire sections in the 
documents were thereafter coded, in NVivo™, with suitable key words. After coding, 
similar key words were grouped and formed into categories. In study 3 and 4 the 
interviews were compiled in PowerPoint™ with key words and interesting citations. The 
coding followed the categories in the interview guidance.  

Study 2 
IT  

IS 

  Designers 

Application entity
Application entity

Application entity

Application entityApplication entity

Server 

Management 

Study 3 

Study 4 
Study 1 
(Pre-study) 
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One motive for choosing this method of analysis in the latter cases is that the interview 
guide considered certain pre-defined areas, allowing the answers to treat the same areas. 
The character of the pre-study was exploratory; hence a divergence from the interview 
guide was allowed by the researchers. For the project study a broader scope than the pre-
defined was also allowed during interviews.  

The manifest content of the interviews can be captured and treated as text, while the 
latent interview content is harder to grasp due to its hidden character. Therefore, the 
analysis of the written transcriptions was “confirmed” with the researcher’s overall 
perceptions from the conducted interviews. For example, reliability is easier to 
accomplish on a manifest level compared with validity that is expected to be higher on a 
latent level. 
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5 Summary of Appended Papers 
In the following, a short summary is made of the four appended papers (Appendix A-D). 
For each appendix, purpose, main findings and conclusions, and overall research 
contribution are presented in the following.  

Paper A: Introducing Structured Information Handling in EE Development  

Purpose 

The purpose with this paper was to report on the process and outcome of a small scale 
implementation project of an information management system that was designed and 
adapted for EE and software development.  

An evaluation and analysis was made of the company introduction project and strengths 
and weaknesses with a bottom-up introduction process were reported on. Further, the 
benefits and drawbacks of step-wise introduction of an information management system 
are discussed in the paper. 

Major findings and conclusions 

Among identified success factors were keeping a close interaction with key users while 
developing the tool, and adapting the system to approve with the terminology used by the 
designers. The fact that the tool was developed gradually in collaboration with the 
designers resulted in that designers expressed a will to assist in the system development 
process.  As a result a tool that supported current work procedures was developed and a 
quick system adoption was achieved. By taking on a bottom-up approach a successful 
local implementation of the information management system can be achieved, and 
several managerial challenges are overcome. 

The underlying prerequisites for advantages with customized IS are:  

• explicitly allowing time for organization development with respect to adopting 
new work procedures and IT/IS 

• enhanced communication between designers with similar needs 

• ontology efforts 

• information modeling 

• process development  

The implementation process forced the company to go through the structure of 
requirements and used terminology before being able to correctly state the requirements 
on the IS. By considering product, process and organization, a successful foundation was 
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laid for a well-anchored use of a new system support for information management within 
EE development.  

Contribution to the thesis 

It is concluded that the issues to be faced in information management are as much 
organizational as they are technical. This paper clearly illustrates the necessity to 
consider IS user needs in order to obtain successful information management. Valuable 
insights are given about the balance that has to be obtained between designer and system 
perspectives. Without management support it is hard to achieve a balance between 
technical and organizational prerequisites for information management. The main 
contribution with adaptation of IS is the enhanced motivation among designers to make a 
change. The main drawback is the difficulties that customized IS bring on when trying to 
align the IS throughout the organization, combining separate islands of users into an 
integrated system. 

The results from this study lead to that the subsequent research study focused on 
information management issues from a designer perspective. 

Paper B: Use of Information Management Systems from Designers´ Perspective  

Purpose 

This paper investigated designer needs of information management systems in complex 
product development. The purpose was to identify reasons for non value-adding work 
caused by inefficient information management support especially coupled to the use of 
information management systems.  

Major findings and conclusions 

Designers experience a strong need to focus on design work, and reduce time that is spent 
on pushing information and decisions in the company hierarchy. Designers do not see 
how their IS use has any immediate effect on the profitable organization or product, 
which leads to low motivation among designers to use IS.  

Reasons for non value-adding work in the scope of this study are explained by unknown 
IS benefits, unmotivated IS users and lack of sufficient responsibilities. It is believed that 
the reason for preferring personal contacts is that there is no explicit process for 
retrieving information in IS known to the engineers. One potential means for improved 
information integration is by managing a trade-off between standardized and customized 
IT tools and systems. However, in this paper it is concluded that motivating the use of 
PLM systems significantly can improve the effectiveness of retrieving and conveying 
information without having to perform major adaptations to the IS. If designers would 
regard the IS as one means to accomplish cost or quality improvement they would feel a 
need to use IS and get motivated to learn to use it efficiently. 

Contribution to the thesis 

Company initiatives regarding the overall information management, including structuring 
information and motivating designers are a strong incitement to enhance motivation for 
use of IS. In the subsequent research, attempts are made to focus on identifying variables 
important to obtain efficient information management that supports work procedures 
within complex product development. 
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Paper C: Shifting Lead as PLM Introduction Strategy 

Purpose 

Paper C deals with the complexity of providing engineering support in global IS for EE 
development. The question of how to obtain a PLM solution that satisfies IS user and 
business needs in a way that is technically possible was elaborated in this paper. 

Major findings and conclusions 

State-of-practice based on a case study performed in the automotive industry is reported 
on. A new approach named shifting lead is presented. By applying shifting lead in 
organizations with complex product development, the introduction of PLM is approached 
according to the needs from different engineering disciplines. Shifting lead is suggested 
as a way to create PLM support scalable to a majority of users. The approach is further 
elaborated to incorporate system integration approaches on several organizational levels, 
towards the emerging of an enterprise PLM system. 

It is argued that introduction groups should be chosen according to receptiveness to 
change and not primarily clustered according to development group, discipline or brand 
belonging. Applied in IT/IS introduction projects, this approach allows user groups or 
departments with dominating need to take lead in customization and pre-study projects; 
i.e., be the group that states the requirements on the IT/IS. It is suggested that people 
working in the IT/IS are the ones who experience the dominating needs. The system 
solutions can then be adopted for other user groups, expecting reduced rather than 
increased need for IT/IS functionalities.  

The approach of shifting lead has a strong user focus but must not entirely focus on user 
needs. Other aspects of implementing PLM also have to be accounted for, e.g., the 
overall business needs and the technical challenges, in order to create cost effective 
solutions with good integration capabilities. It is argued that shifting lead will improve 
both the quality of IS customizations and the satisfaction of the end users, as well as 
allowing for IT/IS integration towards a central PLM system. By balancing disciplinary 
needs, a means to obtain process mapping, adapted IT/IS functionality and improved 
efficiency in the PLM system could be obtained. 

Contribution to the thesis 

The results present an approach to obtain a possible trade-off and balance between 
different stakeholder needs. A top-down approach to introduce efficient information 
management is combined with a bottom-up fulfillment of different needs. The difficulties 
with achieving a holistic information management system solution presented in Paper A 
and the risks with unmotivated IS users are approached. 

Paper D: Balancing operational and Strategic Impacts of Information Management 

Purpose 

The purpose was to investigate the similarities and differences with experienced benefits 
and purposes of information management among designers and top and middle 
management.  

Major findings and conclusions 
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Gaps between managers and designers are identified concerning needs, purposes and 
visions with information management. There is an understanding among middle 
management that the problems perceived by designers are explained by poor information 
management. This corresponds well with the understanding among designers, thus the 
gap between the two organizational levels is relatively small. A misalignment can be 
detected between top and middle management concerning information management as a 
solution to problems. Short-term savings and quick fixes are rewarded by the company’s 
bonus system, in favor of rewarding long-term improvements, such as strategic 
structuring of information. 

Another discrepancy between top management and designers’ purposes with information 
management systems is reported on. Designers are not primarily interested in integration 
issues, while top management on the other hand focuses on integration and system issues. 
Middle management tries to streamline the SE processes, acting as a bridge between 
designers and top management with a purpose of better product quality and lower costs.  

Contribution to the thesis 

The main contribution to the overall research analysis is that system integration related to 
information management is of minor importance from a designer’s perspective compared 
to a top management perspective. It is argued that different purposes with information 
management should be allowed. If focus is made to fulfill the operational purposes, 
strategic purposes will be achieved. 

Gaps exist between management and designers when it comes to the value of domain-
specific IT tools and lower costs, while efficient information retrieval, structured 
information and higher quality are variables that both management and designers find as 
approved arguments for information management investments.  
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6 Synthesis 
A synthesis based on the appended papers A-D is presented in this section. In the 
following, a discussion about benefits with and efficiency in information management is 
made in an attempt to answer the two research questions (page 5). 

6.1  Perceived Benefits 
In order to manage constraints with inflexible and not integrated legacy IS, and different 
needs within the organization, several aspects have to be considered such as e.g. designer, 
processes, product characteristics, and maturity of available IT/IS. In order to answer 
what the perceived benefits are with integrated information management (RQ1), three 
different perspectives have been covered and analyzed; designer, management and IS 
perspectives, illustrated in the model in Figure 9. This is in line with Wainwright and 
Waring (2004) that propose a strategic model incorporating three analytical domains, 
namely technology, strategy and organization, for managing the implementation of 
integrated IS. The IS perspective is limited to the possibilities defined by the system, and 
can not as such be perceived by its own but is only expressed through the designer and/or 
management perspectives; through the IS use, IS are integrated as part of the 
organizational and technical dimensions of information management.  

Successful information management is as much an organizational as technical challenge. 
The system and enterprise domains discussed by Martin (2006) can be compared to the 
technical and organizational domains addressed in this research. In Figure 6, information 
is grouped as one of the system domains, not included in the enterprise domain. 
Although, it is argued that information should be addressed from both dimensions, and 
that many of the problems with information management are due to organizational 
problems (enterprise) rather than technical (IS) issues. 

In Paper B several non-value adding activities related to information management are 
presented. If organizations would accomplish integrated information management, one 
benefit would be reduced lead time spent on non value-adding work. For organizations 
that are dependent on several technologies for system or product realization it is essential 
to achieve efficient communication of information, e.g. requirements and product data. 
Benefits with efficient information management are the connection of different interests 
through communication and the balancing of different perspectives. In order to support 
engineering it is essential to manage dependencies between models, achieve 
configuration management and traceability among relevant design entities throughout the 
system lifecycle. It is argued that information management is the glue that holds complex 
product development together, which is in line with Sage and Lynch (1998).  
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Figure 9 Three different perspectives of information management are explored within the 
organizational and technical dimensions. Perceived benefits with integrated information 
management for complex product development are covered from a designer and 
management perspective. The IS perspective is limited to the possibilities defined by the 
system. 

Support for SE 
Looking at the perceived benefits from a management perspective it can be summarized, 
as discussed in Paper D, that integrated information management primarily is considered 
as a means to integrate SE processes within an organization. Expected gains consist of a 
greater understanding among designers of other department needs, i.e. a realization of the 
need for improved integration between different engineering disciplines. It is interesting 
that the aspect of using the IS as a means to enhance an overall understanding of system 
development is not perceived as a central benefit by designers (Paper D). Rather, the 
overall analyses show that when designers discuss their everyday need for IS the SE 
perspective is ignored. 

One important benefit from a management perspective with integrated information 
management is that it enables cross-disciplinary work. In the long term process support 
will contribute to the SE mindset that enhances system thinking.  

Work procedure mapping 
With integrated information management, informal work procedures are supported and 
mapped both to the formal development process and to the IS. One of the experienced 
benefits with integrated information management from a designer perspective, discussed 
in Paper D, is the possibility to make use of desired work procedures. Benefits with IS are 
expressed especially when the development process is defined and considered prior to the 
introduction or choice of IS. Reality dictates everything, processes can then be defined, 
followed by methods, and only then can tools be sensibly implemented (Stevens et al. 
1998).  
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There is an over trust in the possibilities for technology to solve problems when it comes 
to managing information: IS can only assist in problem solution up to a certain point. The 
management tendency is to focus on what IS to introduce and how to proceed with the 
introduction, but based on the discussions in Paper A and C, it is argued that in order for 
any system to be beneficial or accepted a prerequisite is to state proper requirements on 
the IS. These requirements are grounded in organizational issues such as how to structure 
the information and the definition of an information model and process models, the 
describing of design stages and activities, the definition of involved organizational roles 
and flow of information and events.  

Use of disciplinary support tools 
One major perceived benefit with integrated information management is that designers 
are able to use disciplinary support tools with high functionality. Integration between 
support tools and IS results in a more efficient information flow since the support tools 
are directly integrated and do not require extra administration to store data in several 
IT/IS. Designers are able to use “local” terminology in disciplinary tools, which is 
perceived as one great benefit. 

Based on the findings in Paper A, standardized off-the-shelf IS are not sufficient from a 
designer perspective. The tool requirements should be based on what the needed 
functionalities in the organization are, not on what the functionalities available on the 
market are (or specific functions traditionally used within the company), that are 
delivered by different IT tool suppliers. However, it is argued, based on the discussion in 
Paper D, that if focus is made on the way information is managed along the product 
development process, the main interest among designers will not be the functionality of 
new IT/IS. The experienced lack of sufficient IS support among designers should be 
viewed in the context that designers use word processors as their main information 
authoring tool, and that any kind of database for managing information would be 
acceptable. It is argued, that with altered focus to information per se, an improved 
understanding for the need to belong to an integrated information management 
environment will develop among designers.  

Data integrity and availability 
From a designer perspective one major benefit with integrated information management 
is the possibility to obtain well structured information. Information flow is quality 
assured since the same information can be used for similar system tasks. Designers 
describe the need to come to turns with “information terror” and chaotic requirements 
management. They believe that one benefit will be that many of the activities related to 
information management that generate non-value adding work will be made more 
efficient and allow additional development time and lower time pressure (Paper D). It is 
argued that integrated information management contributes to experience sharing and 
learning in organizations, though these are benefits that are not directly considered as 
significant effects by designers. The perceived benefits with integrated information 
management are of a more personal character; getting the right and latest information at 
the right time, not having to worry about the risk of missing out on some piece of 
information. This is in line with research by Dhillon (2005) stating that a narrow 
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technology-focused orientation in systems development is a limiting factor realizing 
benefits since the real benefits do not reside within the IS.  

6.2 Success Indicators for Efficient Information 
Management 

Analyzing the appended papers it is suggested that 16 key indicators for efficient 
information management can be extracted from the overall results. Revisiting RQ II, the 
main organizational and technical key success indicators that have been identified are 
presented in Figure 10. All qualified indicators are affecting efficiency in information 
management in a positive manner even though the current situation in the studied 
company can be said to allow for some improvements. All the key indicators have been 
identified with an organizational and/or technical dimension to product development in 
mind. It is realized that the majority of the key indicators can be said to belong to the 
organizational dimension, whereas the technical dimension is indirectly affected by the 
indicators. This is in line with the belief that challenges faced with efficiency in 
information management for complex product development are as much – or more – of 
an organizational as technical character. 

 
Figure 10 Identified key indicators that affect information management efficiency. The 
positive affect is dependent on the state of the indicators; for example, a low degree of 
integration of information does not contribute to efficient information management. 
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Table 4 Key indicators presented in Figure 10 are mapped according to whether they are 
suggested to create a factor or a variable. The relevance of the identified indicators to 
corresponding appended paper is presented in the table.  
FACTOR VARIABLE DISCUSSED IN PAPER 

Information Structure  
MBD (Disciplinary MBD) 

A-B, D 
A 

Organizational Support  
Organizational Roles 
IS Introduction Process 
SE process 
Organizational Structures 

A-D 
A-B 
A, C 
A-D 
B, D 

Motivation  
Balancing Needs 
Responsibility 
Benefits 

A-C 
C-D 
B 
D 

Integration of Information  
MBD (SE MBD) 
Product Architecture 
Ontology 

C-D 
A 
A-D 
A, D 

Usability  
Work Procedures 

A-D 
A-C 

Five of the identified key indicators are considered to constitute dominating factors when 
it comes to affecting efficiency in information management; information structure, 
organizational support, motivation, integration of information and usability (Figure 11). 
For each factor one or several variables from the remaining key indicators are suggested 
(Table 4). In the following, the factors and variables are explained in more detail. 

6.2.1 Information Structure  
Information is differently structured between disciplines and different designers use 
different types of models, though information has to be accessible cross-disciplines due 
to the need to be able to find and read information on a system-level. In cases where 
information is not sufficiently structured, focus is on documentation and finding the 
correct information, rather than on information itself (Paper A-B). Problems with 
traceability of requirements should be helped by defining strict connections. This is in 
line with other researchers (Davenport and Prusak 1988; Stevens et al. 1998) that stress 
the importance for organizations to think through their information structure and to 
control information in order to achieve successful information management.  

The need to move away from a document-oriented approach where text documents is the 
main information source to an object-oriented approach where information consists of 
different modeling objects requires a disciplined approach in order to structure 
information (Paper A). Automotive product development is requirements-driven, and one 
major challenge is to adapt people’s mindset from written text documents to MBD. To 
achieve an adaptation to MBD, a way of thinking that spreads through the organization - 
a new mindset - needs to be obtained.  
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Figure 11 Star model illustrating success factors for efficient information management. 

6.2.2 Organizational Support  
It is argued that little emphasis is made in industry when it comes to ways to manage 
changed role behaviors. New organizational conditions bring with them altered role 
expectations. The field of SE would gain new perspectives on how to achieve efficient 
information management by obtaining some useful insights about role performance 
(Adamsson and Malvius 2005). 

One aspect that needs to be considered to achieve efficient information management is at 
what pace an IS introduction can be made. A step-by-step introduction process or a full 
roll-out can be applied (Garetti and Terzi 2005), the importance is to find incentives for 
presumptive users of modeling tools, to motivate and educate them as discussed in Paper 
B. Individuals in an organization have different levels of receptiveness to change. One 
prerequisite as shown in paper A is to take on a bottom-up perspective in order to 
motivate presumptive users of an IS.  A bottom-up approach involves designers from the 
beginning of the IS introduction and focus on the individual needs and adaptation to 
current work practice and motivates use. Though, when there is no firm top management 
the IS tend to spread to separated “user islands”, where system adaptations are made 
along the organic growth. A top-down approach concludes what information that needs to 
be stored and shared in the IS. IS user studies have shown the importance of management 
support for successful implementation of IT/IS (Ottersten and Balic 2004; Boivie 2005). 
One suggested approach is to carry out a top-down system introduction based on part 
systems that have been developed bottom-up, reflecting the demands of the engineering 
discipline with the most urgent needs. This shifting lead approach, discussed in Paper C,  
supports the need stated by Adamsson, that in order to be successful in introducing 
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mechatronic support in PLM systems, organizational knowledge of how heterogeneous 
groups work is essential (Adamsson 2005). 

6.2.3 Motivation  
Motivation by introducing the user early in the introduction process (Paper A), and 
adopting the process after groups of users with similar needs (Paper B-C) is believed to 
be success indicators for efficient information management. Information needs to be 
formalized and abstraction levels have to be defined due to increasing amount of data 
from different engineering disciplines that has to be integrated. One suggested approach 
to achieve this is shifting lead, discussed in Paper C.  

In integrated information management it is vital to balance designer and management 
needs as discussed in Papers B and D. Both business processes, such as product 
development processes, and technologies have to be addressed in order to accomplish 
support for efficient information management. Through communication of a balanced 
view of different prerequisites it is argued that efficient information management can be 
obtained. To manage dependencies between models, achieve configuration management 
and traceability among relevant design entities throughout the system lifecycle is 
essential in order to support the design work.  

The identified key indicator, MBD, could be classified in either the organizational 
dimension as a way of work procedure or in the technical dimension, referring to domain-
specific tools. In industry, there is a need for early simulation and testing, which can be 
enhanced by MBD (Paper D). Though, EE problems with interface integration between 
domain-specific IT tools still has to be explored and defined to obtain models that are 
compatible over domains. The possibilities with MBD are believed to contribute to user 
acceptance of IT/IS, since research has shown that models make it easier to interpret 
requirements more quickly (Törngren et al. 2003).  

It is concluded in Paper D that the goal with information management in general and 
IT/IS in particular differ between departments, designers and managers. This is in line 
with qualitative studies by Askenäs and Westelius (2003). A common company goal with 
information management is not identified as a success factor for efficient information 
management. Many designers do not have proper responsibilities connected to 
information tasks in order to work efficiently, and fulfilling needs such as this and 
managing expected benefits with information management is argued to be more 
important for aligning and integrating processes, than striving to obtain a common goal. 

6.2.4 Integration of Information  
The need for distributed system functionality that exists in complex product development 
is not reflected in the organizational structures in the studied company (Paper B, D). The 
lack of visualization of the product architecture in the organizational structure makes the 
recognition of critical system dependencies more complicated. Information management 
becomes an important means to provide designers with an understanding for different 
requirements on a system level. It is discussed that efficient information management is 
more important than alignment of organizational structures and product architectures, 
even though the latter is one variable that affects efficiency in information management 
(Gulati and Eppinger 1996). 
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To what degree is it possible to achieve integrated information management in practice? 
It is certain that in order for this to occur, integration of information from different 
domain-specific applications needs to be supported by IS. Though, the path towards full 
IS support of automotive mechatronic systems still poses several challenges (El-khoury 
2006), including the lack of information models for embedded systems, as well as 
harmonization, standardization and transformations among the wide variety of modeling 
languages. 

From an organizational dimension, it is important to ask what other designers from 
external engineering disciplines that need to take part of the domain-specific information, 
as discussed in Paper C, since information is used differently by designers belonging to 
different disciplines (Lowe et al. 2003). Functional design teams do not share their work 
in formal PLM archive until it is considered complete, while other functional workgroups 
continue designing with out-of-date information (CIMdata 2006). It is important that SE 
IT tools allow for easy access and change management since requirements often are 
changed and compromised in the product development process (Almefelt et al. 2006). It 
is also possible to change and alter requirements and leave out information that perhaps is 
not useful but might be needed in later stages. In order for integration of information to 
actually be acknowledged in a development setting a balance between operational and 
strategic needs is necessary (Paper D).  

Ontologies are socially constructed artifacts that evolve over time. It is suggested that by 
structuring the terminology between engineering disciplines, as discussed in Paper A and 
D, coherent information could be obtained throughout an organization. With an evolved 
ontology the coupling to how to design the information in IS could be made. E.g. Van 
Elst and Abecker (2002) discuss trade-offs in IS that are ontology-based. 

6.2.5 Usability 
Usability refers to the perceived need among designers to be able to use informal work 
procedures and customized IS. Designers develop their own informal work procedures 
and adapt the formal product development processes to fit their everyday work situation. 
In order for designers to really use IS in their work it has to be tailored to current 
processes when introduced into industrial practice (Paper A, C) (Knodel et al. 2005). One 
organizational prerequisite that needs to be taken into careful consideration is to what 
extent the company need for standardized IS solutions out-levels the need to avoid forced 
adaptations made to existing work procedures. Different user interests need to be fulfilled 
in IS, otherwise designers are forced into unwanted work procedures. An overall 
information model or development process does not cover or explain specific 
development tasks, which makes it hard to put detailed requirements on for example how 
the support for MBD used in SE should be designed.  

While management discusses integration aspects of product development the individual 
designers often mention the need for work procedures and specific system functionality 
(Paper D). In EE in particular, it is argued that there are large problems in getting 
information early enough in the product development process. It is argued that a proper 
adoption of MBD can help companies to ensure and improve the product quality, and 
make the development more time and resource efficient (Paper A). The number of 
domain-specific tools used at companies are many and there are problems to integrate 
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them towards a common information platform (Burr et al. 2005). If the information could 
be accessed immediately this would facilitate needed management functionality such as 
inter-disciplinary engineering change management and configuration management, as 
well as data integrity (Bergsjö et al. 2007).  

To be able to introduce IS that is applicable on a system level, a balance between several 
needs has to be made. The choice between standardized and tailor-made IT/IS is one 
strategic focus when improving information management. Management considers to what 
extent IT/IS should be tailored to the organizational prerequisites, such as implementation 
of specific technical functionality. Large resemblances between different IT tools and IS 
can be said to exist, but in complex development it is hard to find standardized IT/IS that 
sufficiently match the company needs. Standardized IS are often not perceived efficient 
or user-friendly, especially not by designers in EE and software automotive development. 
Although IS customization is favorable from a designer perspective, the overall outcome 
of customization is shown to be inefficient from a system perspective. The introduction 
project described in Paper A was considered a success by the IS users, but the scope of 
the project was too narrow. With highly adapted IT support, high functionality is allowed 
for some within the system, but difficulties arise when the system has to be integrated 
into the entire organization (Paper A). Adapting and developing IS are both costly and 
time-demanding, and often require a high amount of support and maintenance. Thus, a 
trade-off between wanted and offered functionality has to be made in complex product 
development settings, as discussed in Paper B. 
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7 Conclusions 
When comparing designer and management perspectives on integrated information 
management it is concluded that there exist misalignments when it comes to perceived 
needs, expected benefits and goals. Benefits with integrated information management are 
identified as support for SE, work procedure mapping, use of disciplinary support tools 
and data integrity and availability. It is concluded that if expected benefits are approached 
the technical limitations would not affect efficiency in development to the same extent as 
they do today having top management focusing mainly on IS support. Top management 
expects benefits with integration of information between different organizational levels 
and different engineering disciplines, while designer benefits concern means to manage 
everyday information requests. Even though different goals with information 
management are perceived the overall goal will be achieved if both sides are aware of the 
different perspectives and can see through the most immediate gains. 

It is concluded that with improved information management many of the existing 
problems specific for EE and software development can be solved. Key success factors 
for efficient information management have been identified as information structure, 
organizational support, motivation, integration of information, and usability. Balanced 
needs, product architecture that is aligned with the organizational structure and well-
defined organizational roles are some examples of variables that play an important role in 
efficient information management. 

Structured information based on identified needs with processes and work procedures is 
one prerequisite for efficient information management. The importance of defining how 
the information should be structured is often underestimated. Another prerequisite is to 
motivate advantages with integrated information management that are in accordance with 
stakeholder needs. Balance and trade-offs between different stakeholder needs are 
necessary in order for efficient information management to evolve. Difficulties that 
evolve when trying to achieve integrated IS solutions and the risks with unmotivated IS 
users are approached if these factors are considered.  

A top-down implementation approach initiated by management combined with a bottom-
up fulfillment of different needs according to the shifting lead approach is suggested. 
Successful implementation in a small scale does not ensure a successful roll-out. The 
trade-off between technical system functionalities and standardization is of minor 
importance for successful IS adaptation and use. The challenge does not lie in adapting 
standardized IT/IS but in investigating how well the organization is prepared for the 
future adaptations, and taking necessary organizational and technical precautions.  
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One important challenge for research is how to measure improvements with information 
management in order to make top management aware of the benefits with further 
investments and efforts within this area. Management challenges are to motivate 
designers and customize the introduction according to different needs instead of tailor-
made IS. This will save both investment costs to accomplish integrated information 
management, and improve the capabilities to integrate information from different 
engineering disciplines. 

7.1 Validation 
Research validation is a process of building confidence in usefulness. Robson (Robson 
2002) discusses construct and internal validity. There is no easy, single way of 
determining construct validity. The research purpose is validated by demonstrating its 
usefulness (Pedersen et al. 2000).  

It is argued that research validity is obtained for the unit of analysis in performed studies. 
For example, this imply case studies of industrial projects where systems engineering 
have been studied. The strongest proof of validity in this research is the interest 
experienced in participating industry. The automotive company that took part in this 
longitudinal research has recognized the applicability of the results by work shops and 
reviewing of appended papers. The question of how well suggested improvements 
actually lead to improvements in the studied research context is yet to be answered in the 
ongoing research.  

The theoretical validity can be evaluated by discussing how well the results apply to 
related research. The TFC model (Figure 4) can be validated by a model (Figure 12) that 
is similar to the resulting theoretical structure. A concept of a lifecycle management 
system4 including process, organization, information and IS is presented in the model. 
The four views are based on a technical approach of the engineering-related information 
management activities performed within a company (Svensson 2003). Thus, the model 
illustrates four views that are important to address in research on information 
management systems and these four views have been considered in the mapping of 
different theoretical fields in the TFC model. 

 
Figure 12 The four views of engineering IS (Svensson 2003). 

                                                 
4 Svensson (2003) refers to this as the engineering management system. 

Process Information 

Organization Information 
Systems
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The theoretical validity can be discussed concerning the transferability of contextual 
research results to other contexts or cases; in this case, to what extent systems 
engineering in the automotive industry can be applicable to other industries. It is 
believed, as the title indicates, that these results are applicable to industries developing 
complex products that are similar in size. Whether the results are applicable to a more 
general setting is difficult to answer at this stage, and will be shown by future research 
and implementation projects in industry. 

7.1.1 Discussion of Research Approach 
A close collaboration with industry has provided state-of practice and has helped in 
validating the research focus. The companies taking part in the research initiated the 
studies themselves and took an active part in the study design, which assured a great 
interest in the study outcome. Collaboration has also resulted in workshops and 
discussions giving valuable feedback that contributed in verifying the outcomes of the 
studies. When possible individual respondents participating in the different case studies 
have been given the chance to read through and comment on the interview transcripts. In 
addition, two company representatives that were involved in two separate studies have 
read and given feedback on drafts and final versions for appended papers B and D. 

After completed research analysis an oral presentation of the results has been given to 
each participating company by the researchers, allowing them to comment and confirm 
the results. The fact that reported research has generated a great recognition among 
participating companies helps validating the achieved results.  

7.2 Future Research 
Future research will consist of a detailed prescriptive study (Figure 13) in order to 
statistically test the suggested success indicators (Figure 10) from the initial prescriptive 
study, and help verify the suggested factors for efficient information management, 
presented in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 13 Estimated future level of research, marked as purple (Blessing and 
Chakrabarti 2002). 
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It is believed that the question of how to achieve improved information management, and 
to better manage organizational and product complexity, to some degree can be answered 
by statistically analyzing what indirect and direct effects independent variables have on 
dependent variables (the suggested factors). The next step will be a quantitative study 
based on a designed questionnaire presented in (Bergsjö and Malvius 2007). It is difficult 
to try to qualitatively measure efficiency in information management among designers 
and management. One possible way to achieve a measurement is by asking the 
respondents to rate their perceived level of satisfaction (Kristensen and Eskildsen 2006). 

It is suggested that future research should focus on developing guidelines to ensure 
organizational and technical prerequisites for efficient information management. The 
possibilities to measure gains with improved efficiency in information management will 
also to some extent be explored. 

7.3 Contributions 
In accordance to the research purpose, information management in complex product 
development has been explored from both an organizational and technical dimension. 
Additional knowledge to complex product development that considers both dimensions 
has been presented. In accomplishing information management for complex product 
development it is argued that organizational issues such as work procedures, 
responsibilities, roles and information structure should be addressed prior to choosing and 
tailoring IS solutions. This research contributes with areas that are important to focus on 
in order to obtain integrated information management. An attempt is made to make the 
discussion about necessities with complex product information management less abstract. 
A model is presented with identified success factors for efficient information 
management to support complex product development. 
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